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CHANGE %CHG 52 WK-HIGH 52 WK-LOW YTD

238.20 0.68% 35091.56 25992.28 14.56%
44.31 1.01% 4393.68 3200.05 17.46%
152.39 1.04% 14803.68 10217.31 15.12%
90.91 0.45% 20381.70 15418.46 15.80%
43.75 1.24% 3585.66 2671.44 14.47%
59.28 0.85% 7217.54 5525.52 8.78%
154.75 1.00% 15810.68 11450.08 14.22%
87.23 1.35% 6687.29 4512.57 18.33%
159.84 0.58% 30714.52 21710.00 0.38%
-401.86 -1.45% 31183.36 23124.25 0.33%
-24.34 -0.68% 3731.69 3174.66 2.23%

LAST CHANGE %CHG
$21.93 $4.85 28.40%
$20.52 $2.03 10.98%
$8.60 $0.51 6.30%

$167.67 $6.70 4.16%
$53.57 $1.93 3.74%

LAST CHANGE %CHG
$46.57 -$2.63 -5.35%
$101.73 -$5.28 -4.93%
$16.36 -$0.80 -4.66%
$1.93 -$0.08 -3.98%
$27.25 -$1.11 -3.91%

S&P/TSX INDUSTRY LAST CHANGE %CHG YTD
ENERGY 125.71 0.08 0.06% 38.13%
MATERIALS 311.18 -1.30 -0.42% -2.94%
UTILITIES 334.86 1.04 0.31% 4.81%
FINANCIALS 366.48 0.45 0.12% 19.66%
INDUSTRIALS 359.08 3.21 0.90% 9.20%
HEALTH CARE 63.55 -0.58 -0.90% 5.65%
CONS. DISCRETIONARY 266.77 -0.31 -0.12% 14.42%
CONS. STAPLES 715.05 7.16 1.01% 13.00%
INFO TECH. 223.95 3.38 1.53% 22.81%
COMMUNICATION SVCS 192.67 0.45 0.23% 17.67%
REAL ESTATE 370 1.35 0.37% 23.97%

GOVERNMENT BONDS 2YR 5YR 10YR 30YR
CANADA (YLD%) 0.47% 0.80% 1.21% 1.78%
U.S. (YLD%) 0.20% 0.71% 1.28% 1.92%

COMMODITIES/ FX LAST CHANGE %CHG YTD
CRUDE OIL WTI $72.03 $0.120 0.17% 48.67%
NATURAL GAS $4.05 $0.042 1.05% 59.31%
GOLD $1,800.00 -$5.000 -0.28% -4.90%
COPPER $4.46 $0.108 2.48% 26.75%
CAD / USD $0.7961 $0.0004 0.05% 1.32%
CAD / EUR €0.6760 €0.0001 0.01% 5.15%
USD / EUR €0.8492 -€0.0003 -0.04% 3.78%
USD / JPY ¥110.54 ¥0.40 0.36% 7.04%
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Market Review

A boost from technology stocks led equity markets to new highs.
In Canada, retailers have started to recover from the third major Covid-
19 shutdown, which stunted shopping earlier this year. Receipts still
fell 2.1% in May, when many provinces had restrictions on businesses to
combat the virus, but Statistics Canada reported that retailers bounced
back in June with sales rising 4.4% as rules eased, according to the
agency’s preliminary estimate. Even May’s number wasn’t as bad as the
3% drop that economists expected. The report provides further
evidence that the third wave of the coronavirus, which slowed Canada’s
growth for much of the second quarter, is now in the rear-view mirror.
Mobile-phone data also showed foot traffic in clothing retailers was up
44% in June from 2019 levels, suggesting Canadians are eager for in-
person shopping. With vaccination rates rising and now ahead of those
in the U.S., economists predict the country will continue to post strong
demand through the summer and fall. On the M&A front, Magna
International announced it will acquire Veoneer for $3.8 billion in cash,
bolstering its business supplying advanced driver-assistance systems to
automakers.
In markets, another succession of strong corporate earnings pushed
stocks to a record. So far this season, about 87% of the S&P 500
companies reporting results have beaten Wall Street estimates. Today,
Twitter Inc. and Snap Inc. led a rally in social-media firms as sales blew
past forecasts. On the economic front, U.S. business activity grew at a
moderate pace for a second straight month in July amid supply
constraints, suggesting a cooling in economic activity after what was
expected to have been a robust second quarter. Data firm IHS Markit
released its flash U.S. Composite PMI Output Index, which tracks the
manufacturing and services sectors, and it fell to a four-month low of
59.7 from 63.7 in June despite the manufacturing part of the gauge
climbing to a fresh record. A reading above 50 indicates growth in the
private sector. Businesses are battling shortages of raw materials and
labor, which are fanning inflation in the aftermath of the economy's
reopening after severe disruptions caused by the COVID-19 pandemic.
The survey's findings fit in with economists' views that growth will slow
after accelerating in the second quarter, thanks to massive fiscal
stimulus. But, even with the boost from government money fading, the
economy remains supported by strong demand, with households having
accumulated at least $2.5 trillion in excess savings during the
pandemic.
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